Chapter in an Edited Book

If a writer has a chapter in a book that has an editor, you must give the author of the chapter credit for the ideas and not simply the editor of the book.

General Format

References Cited:

Last Name, First Name and Initial(s) of Author of the chapter [followed by first name, initial(s), and last name of other author(s), if any].
Year.  Title of chapter. In Title of the book. First Name, Initial(s) and Last Name of Editor [followed by First Name, Initial(s), and Last Name of other editor(s)], ed(s). Inclusive Page Numbers. Place of Publication: Publisher.

In-Text:

(Author's Last Name Year) or (Author's Last Name Year:Page Number[s])

Examples

References Cited:

Ennis-McMillan, Michael C.

Note:
1. Full names of author (if available) should be used in place of initials.
2. The word "In" is italicized and appears before the Title of the book. This is one of the few items that are italicized in the American Anthropological Association style.
2. Nothing else is italicized or underlined.
3. Include the page numbers of the entire chapter.

In-Text:

General reference to the ideas: (Ennis-McMillan 2002)
1. It would be incorrect to refer to Whiteford and Melville (2002) as the source for the ideas in this chapter.